
 

Sleuth Ball by Iarvel Magic

Do you have the ability to discern whether your closest friend is being honest?
Absolutely, if you've known them for years. But what if it's someone you've only
met once? Can you tell every single lie from a stranger? Very unlikely.

Introducing Sleuth Ball, the remarkable prop that allows you to see through
deception and pinpoint who has the black ball.

BASIC EFFECT:

 Five balls, four white and one black, are distributed to five audience members to
conceal in their pockets. The person holding the black ball must always lie when
questioned by the mentalist, while the others tell the truth. No matter how
cunning the black-ball holder is with their lies, the mentalist will unerringly identify
them each time.

KEY FEATURES:

HIGH QUALITY:

Crafted from high-quality resin, the balls boast a level of detail and
durability similar to snooker and pool balls.

RELIABLE:

The device is 100% accurate, identifying the black ball holder every time
with no room for error.

VERSATILE:

From small close-up performances to bigger stage magic shows, Sleuth
Ball thrives in any setting, allowing you to deliver a powerful performance
regardless of your audience size.

CONVENIENT:

Apart from being incredibly portable, Sleuth Ball offers remarkable ease
of use. Just open the box, activate the receiver, and you are ready to go.
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SINGLE-HANDED PERFORMANCES:

No stooges or assistants needed; the performer can operate the device
all by himself.

DISCREET:

The balls and the wooden container look perfectly normal, eliminating any
hint of suspicion from your audience.

50M WORKING DISTANCE:

Allowing you to captivate audiences from afar while maintaining flawless
accuracy.

LONG BATTERY LIFE:

Sleuth Balls operate on two batteries (included), each lasting for over two
years! In the event one battery runs out of power, the other one
automatically takes over.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY:

Our guarantee of quality you can trust.

WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE:

4 x White high-quality resin balls
1 x Black high-quality resin ball
1 x Specially constructed wooden box to accommodate all five balls
1 x IARVEL receiver
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